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ABSWACT

If a, and *2 represent wo complax UAL functons and ae Is

a large high frequny cartier, the average vale of le'e'@1*e21 -iG1 "

in equivalent to the : . f e1 and e2. When thM funetIoZ are " -

voltages this differonce in aGanituides -ean be found with simple con

vsntional circuits. Th~s implies that -Aectronic multiplication is not

as difficult as other methods might lead one to conc•lude.

A circuit and the opera.t.ng data on it are reported here to

verify this imlicat4oon. This new method is exaained in sufficLesnt

detail to make cleo• why it works. Its suitabilV" for us in a wide

variety of multilsiers is pninted out but it is presented ehieTjy as a

0 solutLon to the problem of constructing multipliors for field use ihere P

simpiclty, low cost, ease of maintnanme, and rugednss are features

that have to be combined with accuracy and wide dynamic rango.
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A .SW tISCTRQLCC MUYLTIPLICATION MO?

I. IYThOD(XTIDW

It is eomu practice to add, subtract, intsgrate, or differen-

tiato raw field data before recording it, but received signals ane

rarely, it ever, miultiplied together in the field. The reasons for

not wltipl~yiJ may have been t.at (1) electronic multiplis were

expensive and difficult to build and (2) the advamtages of multiplyling

complex signals were not thought to justify the eftrt of developing

instrumnte for doine it.

Recent develcowfnto have invalidated this soeond reason. The

advantages o electronic computers wh.ch involve mltiplication, partic-.

* ularly those involving correlation techniques for dseotiln suall sailms'

in the presence of nntist, have been demonstrated theor tloally and in

laboratory experimints and neveral practical electronic multipliere

have bcn r"ported.

As far as field use of multipliers is concerned, though, the

first objection still applied until the development reported here was

com.sted. Most other multipliers have excellent operating charactaristi•s

but they larked the simplicity and freedom frem delicate parts and adjust-.

meats that are vital for field oquipment. The insTtruont described here

is one that has those additional characteristics and appears to be well

suited for field use. It is inerpensive, smasl, easy to construct and

rpairl Its operation :s stable and accurate over a wide denmio rangel

and rtandard components can be used throughout the circuit.
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0
These charaeteristics stem from using new method of firxit-

products. It is similar to previoas methods in that actual waltiplics-

tionf i ircmvented by using operations other than multiplies .i•o to

profdue a quantity that is equivalent to the desired product. !n thi. s 3

method, hcwevor, a different quantity is prodooed. It is one that r.'.o

be obtained from the isput. with simple comnntional circuits. Thus

the naed for wpeeia. parts and complex circuits vhich exusta In most

other multipliar s elinnated.

This presentation includes (1) a lilst of the steps to produce

the am quantity, (2) an explanation of uhy it is proportional to the

product of t).. inputs, (3) a circuit in which this method of finding

products was used, (4) optrating data on the circuit, and (5) a dis- t

oussion on the amplitud, and frequency limitations of the signals applied,0 I

The method is suitable for wider use than Just In field tp

instrumnts ani deserves consideration for use in multipliers for all

applications. 3
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T1. DISCUMN 0Y/TPE M•T.,r

The oý.jc / f t-tnw thod is to find the average VaLw of

the diffezi- e in magnitudes of two esecial signals pr-..ueod from a

c-•,ci'•on of a h.1rh frequency sawtooth 4- lard t..' •..a. It.

ca-. Do idntified as the Idtfferenoo in magnmitud.,U method.

To find the proluot of two complex time fnetiton, eI and e2,

by t•e difforence in magnitudet, wthod these steps need to be taxen,

I. Add a large, high frequency, sawtooth carrier, e_, to
either e1 or *2 (use el, for example) to obtai~n •lee.

2. Add acd subtract the other input sinal es2 , to this am
obta~jinsR e,+1+02 UW Oc"l02.

3. FM the abxelute magnitude of theme •Amtit4es, e 4 0ei.e2

b. Subtract the seond of the" abmolute manitudea from the
f i r 'st to obtain the difference Ioe*l*e21-1e l-e2

5. Average this difference. The result is kele• where k ina
a simple proportiaality constant.

An long as the difference of step 4 is obtaind, the order of

the previous steps and the circuits used for taking them are uni~ortanite*

Of eouose, the aoe•mcy of the method depends on the aecuacy of the

differene so high qlality eircuits should be used. ?h ease of satisfy-

Ing this condition aecounts for the advantagso of the method.

To show that this prooedutr produces the product of e1 and e2,

the & of the dilfereace, Iece*e-e211 eemlu2s, -- t be showm to

be equivalent to the product. To do this the vavystmr of the dl$ferene.

function viU be examined.

-. ,
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ý.t A instant Vie value of the differenc is proportila1l tn ".

whichover of the too signals, a +e1 or o2, is amal~ero It is positive

when both of the vignals have the same sig but becomes negative when 2

one signal ip positive and *.he other is uog...tiTe. These facts can be

'verified by inspection. First simplify' the emqpressiczi by 14ttiag 0 c*

mqal a single sainal, 81, and lsttizg '2 equal another signal S2.

Then evaluate tM trpression with all possible relations between the

amplitudes and usins of the S1 and 32 sinls.

When so im a lxrre Ihigh frequersef sawtooth wave and al and a2

are ains waves, the difference function that satisfies the specified

conditions is shmo in Figures l and 2. In Figure 1, *1 is s50 ina

Figure 2, el is idqntical to e2. Sl(equal to oc~ol) and S2 (equal to

02) amt labeled in thi figures. The heavy solid cum designated as

So i the differens function. This curvo differs oay slightly from

what rsmalm of the S, signal after the positivo and ngativo paksa

are clipped off at a value depending On the 32 signal. The difference

ls that a reflection of the remainder about the sero axleis I btaind

when S2 is negative. The reflection ocurs because the dferenoe is

positive when both S, and S2 arm aegativv. The clippitig occurs because

the difference furttijin follosv the S2 zignal when that mtn is rmllar

but follows the 31 signal when it beftows the smCasr oft, A oonolujion

that can be mad. 1I ledately Is that S2 independentl~y o42trols the heights

of both the positive and negative pulea, that appear* It fc2.lows from

this as vwel as from the aipression for the difference that the difference

0 .
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map.ttudee in zero ,.in s2 in sero&. The effects of e1 on the differ-

ence tun-tion will now have to be found.

?he difference b&ýMeen Figure I and Figure 2 are due to el.

Its effets can be visuali-od by Imagining the ditference function to

be the part of a plntt@d cur.ve of the carrier that could be aeen through

a w:4.ndow in an ops~e7- shield placed over the plat. This transparent

4 section vould be in te shape of the w-gnitude of the e2 signal. Wben

Sis zero the carier axis would be right under the center wii of the

window. A cu~re such as that lebeoad e0 in Fi Iwould be seen.

When *I is added thin opasque shield wiould not be moved but the carrier

plot would be shifted. It would moe %p at the points rep•esentitn

times whin *I is poeitive and down wben eis negative A curv lika %

of Figure 2 would bes seen through the winido Yw. ing the cairrier up and

and down this wy vould look through the window like e* to shifts th ;,4

slanting parts of the carrier uideways,. his oueAes widenng of sme "-

pulses vn narrowin of the adjaeent ones which have th- opposite sign.

The conclusion to be drawn from th& iA that e1 controls the difference

betouw the vldtLoof the positive and seaptIve pulses,

Since the verticul shift is proortionul to al.d " tb carrier
•4

is linea, the change* in pulse width are poportional to e1. Figure 3

can be usod to show that ihean this oondition is atisfied and the pulse

thights depend ox. '2 the average selue of the difference function is

proportional too 91142.

Figure 3 Is an enlarged drawing of sova typical pulses. The

dotted curwe in t1he •hap the difference function would harm if 01 Vrer

-I2
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taro; the solid cur"q iv c~taiz1Ed when IL. is not. The staided areas

are the differences between posatJve and negative pul*s arees due to

&I. These are*3 are ennlored 1 y parallelogram so they equal the prod-

uct of the lentgh of one pair of sides and the distance between them.

Te length of the aides i the direction of he zero axis is proportional

to *,. The pulse heits arnd hence the distance between the sides of

the parallelgram are proportional to e2,. herefore, the differences 3

in positive and negative pulse areas per cycle of the carrier and hence

the average valu" of the difference function is proportional to eze 2 .

In summary, A simple method of finding the vaveform of tho differ- ,-

once, I-a+01+ 'ec+@e' was prevented. "he peculiar dependence of

this wave on e, and o2 when ec is a Sawtooth wave was pointed out.

Then the average value of expression was shown to be proportional to 4

el ties 2. This swvs that the stel ., 1idted in the opening paragraph

produce the eq.ivalant of multiplication.

From this explanation it can be seen that the peak carrier

amplitude must be larger than the suz of the el and e2 amplitudes.

If this condition aid not exiet, s2 vould not be smaller than ac'e1

when el and ec have opposite signs and it would not -ontxo.L t'a pulse

heights. Making the carrier very large to make doubly sure It is

large enm'gh is not a good idea, though, because the multiplied output

voltage for rixed irpts gets smaller when the carrier is incrsased.

KUferrlrg to Figure 3, the Plantlng aides of the palms get steeper

when the carrier gets bigger so the horisontal shifting of thes sides

0I• o • •..... • I
S. . . - ~ ii .. . . .. . . ". . . i l'i n l*.. . ... .
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would be lsse when el Shifted the carrisr vertically. As a result VT,-.q

the area changes due to e1 would be smaller and there would be less

multiplied output. As a comnroms on the enArriar air@ it can b. eet

to equal the sum of tho expected peak values of the el and 02 signals.

Moni.to .-ng el and e2 is then advisable to make sure they do not exceed

their expected values.

The carrier frequency should be as high as practical to get

operation as discussed. It has no effect on the output voltage, but

determines to some extent the complexity of the output aeraging cir-

cuit. The higher *he carrier freq-sncy the simpler this circuit can

be.

The arplanation of how the method works also Illustrate@ the I
fact that any wave that varia linearly vith time would be an accept-

able carrier. Selection of tVe one used can depend entirely on con-

venience or generating it and the necessary complexity of the circuits

"•or uaing it.

For this discussion 1 and 02 were assumed to be sine waves so

changes from ncrual shape would be easily recognized in the Sig~es.

The same conclusiont would have been reached if complie Inputs had been "
assumed, so the discussion should not be conbtrued to Lndicats thet the

difference in magniturti method can tnly be used on sine wav•, -

"I•I
--.
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The circuit rresented illustrates the practicality and supports

the validity of the roregoing procedure and ana3yeia, but the main

reason for prsess .pg it is to illustrate the siicity of the circuits

required. This lems to Nutify inoludxig tt* detail schematic diagram

of Figure 5.

Omitted from this diagram are a twin triode Potter type savtooth

wave gnerating circuit and the powr supply which make it a complete

wultiplier. The tw channels in the instrwwnt, ame for handling th e

51 signal and the other for S2 , are labeled. The only di-ffuence betwegen

then up to the secondaries of the output transformers is a triede adding

Scire•uit for adding el to ec (step 1 in the procedi*e).

0 The amlifying, phase inverting, and pawr amplifying stages

in each channel were included so that maxiu m.ultiplied output could

be obtained with low level input signals. These cfrouit8 were also

4 necessary for presenting signals to the output tranafoxusrs so that

all other steps of the procedure caU be performed in the transformer

secondary and following circu.its.

* The trarofo;-mr secondaries were connected so that (5 1.+ 2) and

(S 1-32) (tha quantities specified in star 2) would be produced in push

Pull relative tu ground. The points at which the signals are obtained

ars labeled on the circuit diagram.

SStp I (full wave rectification of the steop 2 s•ignals) is per-

f4cdmd bV the four diodev. The polarities of two of them are reversed

*. .
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to transform the operation of subtracting required in step 4 to can of

adding. Thi8 was done so that the differenoe effective•y obtained would

be represented by a voltage relative T^ _.ound. An enlarged drawing of

the diode circuit is shown in Figure h. The full wave rectified valta

of !!lS2 a&ppars at the point marked *A* in the circuit and the negative

of this value of SI-S 2 arpoars at "!3".

Step h is taken in the T-shaped resistor network between the

diodes. The voltage at point "C' is the sum of the voltages at "A" and

"B". This is where the difference in magnitudes appear.

The low pass ftC filter connected at point "C" averages the differ-

ence in amlitudes to ccmplte the procedure, The filter output is pro.._

portional to the product exe2 .-

Our specific use for this multiplier influe*ned the design of

the circuit smewhat. A discussion of this use may answer questions on

pern.-isable differences betveen these and circuits in instruments for

other ap'-iocations.

In the first place a single ended output was desired. Meis may A

t alway be true. If an ungrounded output is satisfactory, the oae

ir of diodes need not be reversed and the recsietane T Stwork in

which tome lose in signal is suffered need not be used. Also, both
the Sl#S2 and the 31-32 signals would not have to be balanced to ground.

Transformer couplin• to the diodes was possible because do

cn4lponents in the inpits vere not to be multiplied. Other coupling

alwmiss would mwake .wi~plying de signals possible and could be used

ME
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lSr ac siznals too. Transforrare were used in this came to got as

largo a signal as possible applied to the diodes without overdrivi•n

any of the provioux stages and within the limitations of the 250

volt power supply u!ed. This was desired because the maz•ima value

of the output produft and hence the dynamic range depends on how

large a voltage can be applied to the diodes.

In this instrnent a 5 kc sawtooth carrier was used and it

was added at the ir-ut te tre S1 channel. The whole channel had to

pas& it without distortion so the channel fbrequenoy ctAracteristic

had to be flat up to the nmighborhood of 50 ke. This explains the

use (Z degenerative feedback around the wvltage and power amplifying

stages. Similar feedback was included in the S2 ehannel to maim the

two channels enough alike that el and '2 signals at the diodes would

* * have the same relative phases and amplitudes that they had back at the

input terminals. Addition of the carrier at a later point in the -ir.

cuit would relax the restrictions on the design of the earlier staegs

and reduce the need for feedback.

Potentiometers were Included in the tromforrar secondary

circuits to improve the balanoe and to compennste for slight differences

in diode characteristics. Proper adjustent was found by observing the

difference signal at point "C" in the circuit ywll el,, 6n, and ea wore

applied separatsly. Setting@ for best operation did n•t havv to be

changed during severil months of operation except when a diode was

replaced.

S4
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I
The potentiometer in the S, ohannel input adding circuit voer

incldad for adjusting the relative amplitudes of the el ond ee sipalas

Channel gain contrmse wers included to prevent overdriving for I"r

lrnpft asJnala but to permit incraeing the gain to got plenty of out-

put for small input signalso The. controls effeotivel set the pro-

portionality constant betv.n the output voltage and the product of the

input..

4 Ii
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IV. TZST 'RESULTS

The operating characteristics of the multipliar were aussred

as sinusoidal input sigaYaJi were applied. To check on the pioportional-

ity of the output to eAch input, the rm value of the inputs and the

dc output were measured as one input wae hold constant and the other

varied. Plots of the data obtained In this manmer are presented in

Figures 6 ad 7. As thee data were being obtaiued the eak to peak

amplitude of the corstant input was set at one-half the peak to peak

amuplitude of the carrier. Maximum allowable value for the other input

signal was Jefined re the value at which the sm of thei inuts equaled

thi :arrier. The dAta show* that the output in proportional to both

inputs within better than It below the wAxi•m value of the inputs and
4 V

*. that only slight deviations from proportionality occur when this value

is exceeded.

A further test of multiplication accuracy was conducted by

finding the amplitudm of onmi input required to produce a given dc

output for each of several values of the other Input, If the output

is the product of th, wo inputs, there should be a reciprocal relation-

ship between the inputs for constant output so a log-log plot of one

input versup the otho" should be a straight Line. The data sho ng

the relationship between the inputs are presented in Figur 8. Maxi•um

deviatiou of the circled data points from the lines occurred for low 4

values of output ioltage. Lack of accuracy in meamuring low values of

both Ip-ut and output voltares probably account•e for these deviationm,

4
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The dynamic raWg uf ",.e multiplier vas defined as t- rati.

of the output obtained wit, nam allcumble inputs to the value

obtaiyW when either or botA 1puts were sero. When the IpUts were

toya, sowe circuit instabilities caused randc drit•t ini the onut

that voere barely detectable with a motor on uhich 10 aMlivolts can

be read, so 10 amillivolts was assumd to be Ont mizni attainable

output. The dynamic range was calculated to be 50 to 1. on Ovi basis

of..his sero drift and a 5 volt maximum output.

An interesting feature of this type of maltiplier in that the

accuracy and dynaml range do &ot depend on the dynamco charatetristiou

of the diodes. Examination of what happens to the diodes wtsn the

cir-. .P maltiplying shows that the carrier effectiwely Just switc.es

Sthem on and off. They are either condurgx beoause a large positive

voltage is applied or non-conducting because of the proseO0 of a

larme negative one. As a result the diodes only need to haoe an

Impedance that is low copeared to the rest of the ciracit Ami they

are conducting and high ~ihen they are not conducting. This eliminates

an obj*etionable ;*eessity for uslAg matehed or specially selected

diodes.

The average value of the product of two sins waves is propor.

tiomi. to the cosine of the phase angle between the wvav.. Data to

demonstrate that this characteristio of the product Is produced by

this multipliar ma obtained by reading the output voltages as the

input asplitudes wore hold oonsavnt but the phame angle between the

_Ij
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A~x4)utift wavt&eos v" ve*d from~ uev Wo '10 degrees. A plot of the

output versus the cetins of the phase angle is presented in Figure 9.

If the phase angle I.twv n the inputs is considered to be a measure

of the correlation t-etween the two signals, this cwve indicates the

operation of the multiplier as a cormelator and the conolusion can

be reached that the outnut due to unrelated signal woruld be tro.

This conclusion was verified by using unrlated noise signals and

different frequency sire waves as inputsa.

The forsgoig data were obtained while the input sins waveo

were between 20 and -00 cycles per second and tht time constant in the

outpuý. filter was set between 1 second and 8 seconds. Neither the

input frequency nor the filter tim constant in these ranges of values

d 4 sasuralle eff'-ct on the dc output voltages recorded.

• To study instantaneous products the upper cutoff frequency of

the output filter was ralsed to between 1 and 5 ke. As anticipated

the ac output was at twice the input frequency. It varied linear.y_

with the input amplitudee and was constant with frequency when the r

output frequency was below the valme at which the attanuation of the

output filter could be noted. With pure sine wave inputs the output

should have had no components other than those at double t.•e input

frequency. However, a snall input frequency component was -;-tected

in the output. By using extra care in adjusting the balance controls

and improving the linearity of the sawtooth carrier, the amplitude of

this component was reduced to loe than one one-hundredth of the ampli-

tude of the double frequency component,

S• • • •• •I
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V. DISCUMION AND COMNtUS3DNS

SRigr in 3uqtifying the use of the difference in emplituda

method was sacrificed in this presentation in fevor of brevity.

Fip1rical results. presented actually seem to be sufficient justification.

The discussion on the waveform of the difference function was included
A

mainly in an effort to give a picture of what occurs in the instrument

as signal amplitudes vary. A better underst4uding can be obtained by

obeerving the chang•s in the difference function wave shape on an

oseilloscale. Getting curves quite simllar to the ideal ones of

Figures I and 2 is not difficult. In fact, this is a good vy to

evaluate the operation of a circuit.

In accomplipthing the objectives of the difference in &Mpllrtde

• method tha objectivee of roth the familiar ,quarter.oqlares' and the

pouie area methods Pro sim.ltaneously accomplished. The brief aalyt.-

teal justification cf the new method was based on the fact that It is

a practical pulse ar-a method. But the average of the manitudes sub-

trected in the xmthol can be show to be the squares of the sum wad

difference of the inpuet, so the objectives of the quarter-squares

method are acoomplished too. Since this is the case one might conclude

that multipliers In which only one of the earlier methods is used were

partially using the difference in plitude method. Then the fact

that using it eompletoely req:uires simpler circuits also becomes .

interesting.

It has been rugpeeted previously that diode circuits other

than the one pressent•d could be used. References for thee other cir-

I • • @ • • •



cuits would include discussion on phase dis.c.atars and a•i•poressed

carrier modulators. The similarity between the diode circuits in theses

devices and the ones r"4quirsd for multipliers of the new type is marked.

In fact with "he carrier reduced to sero and one of tb iznputs kept

meh larger than the other, the multiplier presented in this peper be.-

cam an excellent phase discriainator. With norml carrier amplitude

but the sigal designated as e* reduced to aero and wo output filtering

the multipliar beeces a suppressed carrier odulator. Theme similar-

ities suaggest the rro•abiltx y that wAV potie diaol-.minatore and

ap~prssed carrier modulators can be corf-eted into multipliers with

only slight modifications,

Wh1il the oreration of the circuit preaentd Is o. high calbew, V

*the circuit wse not intend~d to represent tUs ultimate in eitler size

or ,greiain that can be built to operate according to tO new method.

This particular circuit has ft-equenq 1litationa V:dch would not akes

it ape'oiall~y desirable for obtaining inetantaneous produete or for

ltm-iplyi"g do voltge . These an not limitations oa the method

howeer and oould be/ er,-s by designing the circuits for thes, and

other applications. I

It is hoped that this presentation sufficlently demonstrates

the •dvantages of tle differenoe in aeplItund* xswd that others *.o

need electronic Mltipliarrs will realise usef.q assistance from it.

M!ultipliers constructed to operate this wa y oear to be solutions to

the probimus of obtaining inexpensive, though accurate, mwltipliers

for laborstory use and smll, rugged instruments for field use,,

This development vas part of the work on a clauified coatract

betwon tihe Oftioe of" naval Research and the Magnolia Fe*tro3sum Compwa. j
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Figure 1 - Output Voltage (with el-O) A-I

Figure 2 - Output Voltage (With e6 - fax. Valuel A'2
82 - m ax. lue)

Figure 3 - Typical Pulies Wben el - 0 (daahd line.) -,

am When 6I * a? (solid lives) A-3

F xre 4i - Circuit for Obtaining 1-S21

Ftiure 5 - Schematie Diagram of Complete Multip4-r A-5

Figure 6 - Curve of Multiplier Output vs el Iutwith e2 sit Limit, v~lue A.6,-

Figure 7 - Cure of Multiplier Out-put vs 2 put Input
with eAt Limit Valuet A-?

Figre 8- e , npnt Necesse r to Produce Various Values
oi Output Ts 01 InputA-

* , Figure 9- Ikltiplier Output v's Input Product with A-9
VaryIng Phase. Angle
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